
TIPS WITH ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN MGW 2020   Judith Juno

TIPS: 
CONTAINERS:
Traditional (circle, oval, vertical vase) versus creative (Japanese stacked, multiple openings, plastic, 
construction, non-traditional). 

MECHANICS:
Kenzen/pin holders (from 1/4 to 6 inches), chicken wire (carefully folded), stuffed twined willow 
branches, floral tape, oasis (wet foam). To be unobtrusive in finished design. 

TOOLS:
clippers, scissors, floral knife, bucket, flower buckets (different sizes).

TECHNIQUES:
Whether you cut from the garden or bring flowers home from the florist, cut the blooms again under 
water in a shallow container (prevents air bubbles in stem) and put them into a bucket to soak. Check 
additional tips for specific flowers from the FLOWER CONDITIONING handout. Pristine fresh plant 
material is important. 

TRADITIONAL: 
1. Large flowers on bottom and gradate to smaller flowers on top.
2. Darker colors on bottom and gradate to lighter flowers on top.
3. Largest flower is focal point on bottom, touching container rim. 
4. Container is subordinate to design. Color of container is included in design.

CREATIVE: 
1. May use a creative container, often with several openings (not every opening needs to be used),
2. Design may have more than one point of emergence (spatial thrust, parallel)
3. May have more than one focal point.
4. May have more than one line. 
5. Container does not have to be subordinate to design. It is considered part of the design.
6. Emphasis is on line (bold), contrast of form and texture.
7. May have some abstraction of plant material (trimmed leaves, bent branches, material placed in 

manner different from way it grows).
8. Spatial relationship is incorporated within the allotted space and designs of space. “An 

interpenetration of space occurs, with spaces and solids becoming one. In fact, all elements are 
considered solids, either IN or OF space and are equally important…. All are organized to achieve 
great depth in the design, and each component solid or spatial, maintains its own characteristic 
event as it relates to other components and to the design as a whole. This is known as plastic 
organization,” Creative Flower Arranging by Betty Belcher, Timber Press, 1993. 

JUDGING: 
NGC point scoring emphasizes theme, fresh plant material, good quality dried material, NO artificial 
plant material (disqualifies design, for exhibit only), design, read and follow the schedule.

DANISH point scoring system is used in county fairs.
FROM National Garden Club Inc.’s Handbook for Flower Shows, Rev. 2017 
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Eight Elements of Design (SPeLL FaCTS) 
Space, Pattern, Line, Light, Form, Color, Texture, Size

Space: Background, Middle Ground, and Foreground are considered. Creative use involves 
penetration of spade with plant material and leaving space as part of the design.

Pattern: repetition of plant material, diagonal, horizontal, etc. 

Line: eye follows movement through design. Uses branch material, grouping of material, etc. 
Light: from dark to light, gradients of hues/shades. 

Form: repetition of shapes which are circular, angular, etc. 
Color: repetition of color provides drama and guides rhythm.

Texture: smooth, rough, etc. 
Size: small to large shapes of plant material (heavily reinforced with proportion and scale).

Six Principles of Design (BaD CRoPS) 
Balance, Dominance, Contrast, Rhythm, Proportion, Scale

Balance: Dynamic (tension and rhythm), symmetrical, asymmetrical.
Dominance: Elemental hues of colors, large versus small forms, thin/thick lines, focal point or 
center of interest.

Contrast: Elemental physical characteristics as short, long, straight, curved, wavy line; light/
dark or weak/intense color; large or small size of bloom or foliage; form (vertical, horizontal, 
circle, crescent, etc.), rough/smooth texture (cactus dahlia/rose or artichoke/lily) 

Rhythm: eye moves from one point of interest to another. Linear materials carry eye movement 
smoothly. Repetition is of elemental form, color, and/or texture in a linear direction  Creative 
designs usually have more than one focal point; examples are stretch, spatial thrust, parallel.

Proportion: overall relationship between areas and amounts as seen in height to width, depth 
of design from foreground through middle and rear ground to background (i,e., niche). 
Proportion ratio needs to consider Space Penetration. Design should occupy 1/3 to 2/3 of 
space allotted in schedule for pleasing proportion.

Scale: the relationship of individual parts to each other on a one-to-one basis. Is one flower 
insufficient? Are ten flowers too many? Are they the same size? Gradation is more important in 
traditional designs. What is the relative size of blooms, leaves and objects to each other and 
the container. If the accessory is one-half the size of the container used it might be out of scale 
to the overall design. One guide is that no one bloom should be more than one-third of the size 
of the container. Plant components are out of scale when variation of sizes is too great such as 
King Protea and Gypsophilia (Baby’s breath) in the same design.

Design Attributes: Beauty, harmony, distinction, expression. “WOW” factor.
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